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Abstract 
In this paper, we study the spatial graph version of the results by Anstee, Przytycki and Rolfsen 
on rotants in link theory by using the Yamada polynomial instead of polynomial invariants for 
links. We also give results peculiar to the spatial graph theory concerning flatly isotopic planarity. 
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In Anstee, Przytycki and Rolfsen [l], rotation in link theory is studied. They proved 
that n-rotant links, n 3 3, have the same Jones polynomial when n < 5, the same 
Homfly polynomial when 72 < 4, and the same Kauffman polynomial when n = 3 (see 
Section 1 for the definition of n-rotants), and they also raised the question whether a 
trivial link is a rotant of a nontrivial link. In [2], Jin and Rolfsen gave examples showing 
that these assumptions on n cannot be improved. 
In this paper, we will study the spatial graph version of these results by using the 
(reduced) A-variable Yamada polynomial R(G) for spatial graphs G, given in [5], instead 
of the above polynomials for links. Since the Yamada polynomial is defined with the set 
of states on the diagram C? of G, as is the Kauffman bracket polynomial [3] for links, 
the argument in the proof of [ 1, Theorem 3. I] can be generalized to spatial graph theory. 
Though there are some parts in our proof which cannot be shown by any arguments 
similar to those in the link theory, they will be overcome by certain properties of the 
Yamada polynomial. 
We note that rotation in spatial graph theory has aspects other than analogies with link 
theory. The number of connected components of a link is invariant under rotation. On 
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the other hand, in general, the topological type of the underlying abstract graph g[G] of 
a spatial graph G is not preserved under rotation. Therefore, by considering the effects 
of rotation in both G and g[G], one can obtain some results peculiar to spatial graph 
theory. 
Theorem 1. If G’ is a 3-rotant of a spatial graph G, then G and G’ have the same 
reduced Yamada polynomial. 
Example 1 in Section 3 presents 4-rotant spatial graphs Gq, Gk with different reduced 
Yamada polynomials. This shows that Theorem 1 is the best possible on the invariance 
of the reduced Yamada polynomial under rotation. We regard a (flat-vertex) spatial graph 
be “trivial” if it is flatly isotopic to a plane graph (f.i.-planar). Connections between f.i.- 
planarity and the reduced Yamada polynomial have been already studied by Kobayashi 
[4]. One of the two spatial graphs in Example 1 is f.i.-planar, but the other is not. This 
implies that f.i.-planarity is not preserved under 4-rotation. To study further f.i.-planarity 
for spatial graphs, consider the A-variable Laurent polynomial h(g), given in [5], for 
abstract graphs g. Since this polynomial is a sort of basis of the Yamada polynomial, 
from Theorem 1 it is plausible that h(g[G]) would be invariant under 3-rotation. However, 
it does not hold. In Example 2, we give 3-rotants Gs, G; with h(g[Gs]) # h(g[GG]). 
So, in certain cases of rotation theory, span h(g[G]) . 1s useful rather than h(g[G]) itself, 
where spanf(A) denotes the difference between the maximum and minimum degrees of 
a Laurent polynomial f(A). 
Theorem 2. For any odd prime p, if G’ is a p-rotant of a spatial graph G, then 
span h(g[G]) = span h(g[G’]). 
This primality condition on p is necessary. In fact, Example 3 gives 4-rotant spatial 
graphs G, G’ with span h(g[G]) # span h(g[G’]). 
Lemma 2 in Section 2 shows that, if a spatial graph G is f.i.-planar, then spanz(G) = 
span h(g[G]). Th eorems 1, 2 and Lemma 2 imply the following corollary supplying a 
definite class of spatial graphs which cannot be transformed to f.i.-planar graphs by any 
finite sequence of 3-rotants. 
Corollary 3. Let {Gi; i = 0,. . . , n} be a finite sequence of spatial graphs such that, 
foreachi= l,..., 72, Gi is a 3-rotant of Gi_1. Zf spanR(Gc) # span h(g[Gc]), then for 
any i = 0,. . . , n, Gi is not $i.-planal: 
In the final section, we will discuss briefly a variation of Theorem 1 and present 
Theorem 4. 
1. Preliminaries 
For an (abstract) graph g, we denote the vertex set and the edge set of g by V(g) and 
E(g) respectively. A spatial graph is the image of an embedding of a finite graph into 
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IF@. We denote the underlying abstract graph of G by g[G]. A spatial graph G is called a 
pat-vertex graph if, to each u E V(G), one may associate a small 2-disk P, embedded 
in II@ such that there exists a 3-ball B, in LR3 with ZI E int B,, (I’,,, V’,) c (B,, a&) 
and such that G n B, is a star contained in P,,, see Fig. 1. 
A “usual” spatial graph neglecting the flat-vertex structure {P,; IJ E V(G)} on G is 
called a pliable-vertex graph. Throughout this paper, any spatial graph is assumed to be 
a flat-vertex graph unless it is explicitly stated to be a pliable-vertex graph. We say that 
two spatial graphs are$atly isotopic to each other if they are ambient isotopic in IR” as 
flat-vertex graphs. A spatial graph G is Jlatly isotopically planar (for short$i.-planar) if 
G is flatly isotopic to a graph in IR2 c I@. 
Let p : R’ + IR2 be the projection defined by p(z, y, z) = (z, y). Slightly deforming 
a given spatial graph G if necessary, we may assume that p 1 G is a regular projection, 
that is, 
(i) the restriction p ( (UVEVcGj Pv) is an embedding, 
(ii) P(U~V(G) pV) np(G - UVCVCG) pV) = 0, and 
(iii) each singular value of p 1 G is a transversal double point contained in p(G - 
U NV(G) fi). 
The image p(G) equipped with over/u_nder-crossing-data in any points of D(e) is 
called a diagram of G and denoted by G, where D(G) C p(G) is the set of double 
pints of p 1 G. We set V(G) = {p(v); v E V(G)}, E(G)_= {p(e); e E E(G)}_and 
P, z p(P,,). For a 2-disk A in R2 _with aA transverse to E(G) and with aA n (V(G) U 
D(G)) = 8, the intersection Q = G f~ A is called a tangle. Here, we consider the case 
where A is a regular (Euclidean) n-gon for some integer n > 3 such that, for each edge 
d of A, dnc consists of two points z1,22 with dist(m(d), ~1) = dist(m(d), 22) = L/6, 
where m(d) is the middle point of d and L is the edge length of A. The tangle Q is 
called an n-rotor if Q is invariant under the isometric rotation p: R2 4 IR2 by angle 
2n/n around the center c of A. By the definition of diagrams of spatial graphs, for any 
n-rotor Q, in the case of c E Q, (p 1 G)-’ ( ) c IS a single point in V(G); see Fig. 2(a) 
and (b) for such examples. The closure S of C? - Q in G is called a stator. Let 1 be a 
line in lR2 passing through c and either a corner of A or the middle point of an edge of 
A, and let I_L: iR2 -s R2 be the isometric involution with I as axis. Then, pA = A, and 
,uQ is a tangle in A with the same boundary as Q, where for the over path f of Q in 
a small neighborhood U of any point of D(G) fl A, p(f) is the under path of PQ in 
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p(U). Thus p& represents the tangle Q rotated about the axis in a 3-dimensional sense, 
like a pancake. The union G’ = S U pQ is also a diagram of some spatial graph G’. We 
say that z;I/ (respectively G’) is an n-rotunt of G (respectively G). 
The following lemma allows us to turn our attention to the stator, rather than the rotor, 
which may be placed inside A by the following process. 
Let Al, A, 62 be regular n-gons in lR2 with the common center c and such that (i) 
Al c int A, A c int A2 and (ii) each straight ray emanating from c and passing through 
a corner of A, passes through corners of A and AT. Consider a “turnover” automorphism 
7#-{c}4P-{ } c with fix(q) = aA, q(A - int AI) = A2 - int A, and 
(PIIW2-{c})077=~o((PIR2-{c}), 
(~l~2-~c~)~rl=rl~(~l~2-~c~). 
Let G be a diagram for a spatial graph G with Q = G n A an n-rotor. This diagram 
is ambient isotopic in lR2 to a diagram 2‘1 (rel. IK2 - int A) such that (i) Gt f? A, is 
either empty or a star in A, - {c}, and (ii) p(Gt n (A - intAt)) = Gt n (A - intAt>. 
Then the n-rotant G’ of G with respect to A is ambient isotopic in lR2 to St = (6 n 
(I/X’ - inkA)> u p(G, n A). S’ mce both Gt and p(G’t) do not contain c, the diagrams 
G2 = v(Gt) and s2 = q(p(G{)) are well-defined. Thus, we have 
G2n(JR2-intA)=G2n(lR2-intA) (1.1) 
&n(A2-intA)=p((!$.n(A2-intA)), (1.2) 
and 2: n A = p(G2 n A). Moreover, 
T](G~ n A,) = G2 n (R2 - intA2) = 2: n (R’ - intA2) 
is either empty or a star of degree mn for some m E N as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The following lemma is immediate from the definition of flat isotopies for spatial 
graphs. In fact, since 
u r: c G, c R2 - {c}, 
VEV(GI) 
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any ambient isotopic deformation of Iw2- {c} in Iw3 induces the flatly isotopic deformation 
of the spatial graph Gt with diagram Gr .
Lemma 1. With the notation as above, let G, G’, Gz, Gk be the spatial graphs with 
diagrams 6, 6’, c!$, sz respectively. Then, G and G’ are Jlatly isotopic to G2 and Gi 
respectively. 
2. Yamada polynomial and resolving trees 
Let g be a finite (abstract) graph. For any subset F of E(g), we denote by g - F 
the subgraph of g with V(g - F) = V(g) and E(g - F) = E(g) - F. Consider the 
A-variable Laurent polynomial h(g) defined by 
h(g) = c (-1) Po(g-F)(_A_2_A-1)P’(fl-F), 
FCE(B) 
where the summation ranges over all subsets of E(g), fle(g - F) and ,Sr (g - F) denote 
respectively the 0th and first Betti numbers of g - F. 
Let G be a diagram of a spatial graph G. Replacing each crossing of G by either 
a plus-spin, or a minus-spin, or a zero-spin, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we can obtain a 
plane graph S. This graph S is called a state on G. Let B(G) be the set of all states 
on G. For any 5’ E S(G), we set {G 1 S} = AP-4, where p (respectively q) is the 
number of plus-spins (respectively minus-spins) in S. The Yamada polynomial of c is 
the A-variable Laurent polynomial defined by 
R(G) = c {ZI 1 S}h(S). 
According to Yamada [5, Theorem 31, if two spatial graphs Gt and G2 are flatly 
isotopic, then for the diagrams Zli of Gi (i = 1,2), R(Gr) is equal to R(G2) up 
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to multiplying (-A)n for some n E Z. Therefore the reduced Yamada polynomial 
R(G) = (-A)-“R(G) of a spatial graph G is a flat-isotopy invariant, where m is 
the minimum degree of R(G). For two Laurent polynomials f(A) and g(A), we define 
f(A) E g(A) if f(A) = (-A)ng(A) f or some n E Z. It is obvious that, if f(A) 3 g(A), 
then spanf(A) = spang(A). 
Lemma 2. Zf a spatiaE graph G is $i.-planal; then R(G) E h(g[G]). In particulus 
spanR(G) = span h(g[G]). 
Proof. Consider a plane graph H flatly isotopic to G. Since the diagram g of H has 
itself acthe unique state, by the definitie of the Yamada polynomial, R(H) = h(H). 
Since H is homeomorphic to g[G], h(H) = h(g[G]). By [5, Theorem 31, E(G) = 
a(H) z R(H) = h(g[G]). q 
For the proof of Theorem 1, we need to calculate the Yamada polynomial R(G) 
for a diagram G inductively by using the following (2.1), (2.2), (2.3.1)-(2.3.3), see [5, 
Section 21. These identities hold for all diagrams which are identical everywhere except 
at the small diagrams indicated below. 
R(>o=AR(><) +A-‘R(x ) + R(x). (2.1) 
R(p-q) = R(P %) + Rpe). (2.2) 
R(H LI 0) = cd@), (2.3.1) 
where II denotes disjoint union, 0 is a plane graph topologically isomorphic to a circle 
and 
a=A+l+A-‘. 
R(m) = -or. (2.3.2) 
W- ) = R(---). (2.3.3) 
One can use the reductions of Fig. 5 to compute the Yamada polynomial of a spatial 
graph from a diagram. 
The process of repeating these reductions is represented by a weighted tree, called a 
resolving tree of 6, with weight set { 1, A, A-‘, v, -0). Resolving trees T of G and T’ of 




G’ are weakly isomorphic if they are isomorphic as weighted trees and if R(H) = R(H’) 
for any corresponding terminal diagrams g in T and fi’ in T’. Here, “weakly” means that 
these & and H’ are not necessarily required to be ambient isotopic to each other, possibly 
g[H] is not homeomorphic to g[H’]. Obviously, if G and G’ have weakly isomorphic 
trees, then R(G) = R(G’). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
An edge e of a spatial graph G is called a cut-edge of G if there exists an embedded 
2-sphere C in IR” with C 17 (G - int e) = 8 and if int e meets Z transversely in a single 
point. The corresponding edge in a diagram G is also called a cut-edge of G. For an 
abstract graph g, e E E(g) is called a cut-edge of g if there exist no simple loops in 
g passing through e. The edge e as shown in Fig. 6 is not a cut-edge of G, but the 
corresponding edge in g[G] is a cut-edge. 
Let G’ be a 3-rotant of a diagram G, and let G, G’ be the spatial graphs with diagrams 
G, c’ respectively. Consider the diagrams Gz, 2: and their spatial graphs Gz, Gi as 
given in Lemma 1. Since G2, Gk are flatly isotopic respectively to G and G’, we have 
z(G) = a(G,) and E(G’) = E(Gi). Th us, it suffices to show that R(G2) = R(c2) for 
the proof of E(G) =_z(G’). 
First, we reduce G2 and GZ simultaneously by using Eq. (2.1) repeatedly so as to 
replace all crossing points ci of G2 n A by plus, minus and zero spins respectively 




and to replace the corresponding crossing points P(Q) of r$ n A similarly. Eventually, 
we obtain diagrams which have no crossing points in A. Next, we reduce them in A 
by using (2.2) and (2.3.1)-(2.3.3) similarly. These reductions give the resolving trees 
T of C$ and T’ of 2: which are isomorphic as weighted trees, and such that, for any 
corresponding terminal diagrams fi in T and fi’ in T’, both fi n A and H’ f’ A admit 
no more reductions, /~(fi n A) = &’ n A and, by (1. l), 
Hn(IR2-intd) =&n(R2-intd) =@‘n(R2-intA). 
Then, we have the following lemma. 
(3.1) 
Lemma 3. For the stators 5’0 = g n A and SA = I? n A, either Sl, is ambient isotopic 
in A to p”(So) rel. aAf or some n E (0, 1,2}, or both H and H’ have cut-edges. 
Proof. If Se n int A = p( Sh n int A) has a vertex of degree 1, then both 6 and E-I have 
cut-edges. So, we may assume that both SO n int A and SA n int A have no vertices of 
degree 1 and will prove that Sc is ambient isotopic in A to Sl, rel. aA up to rotation. Since 
Se = ,u($) admits no more reductions, So satisfies the following properties (l)-(4). 
(1) Se has no crossing points. 
(2) The degree of each vertex in SO n int A is at least three. 
(3) Any simple arc in SO connecting two points in Se n 3A passes through at most 
one vertex. 
(4) So contains no simple loops. 
These properties imply that the number #V(So) of vertices of fi contained in SO is 
not greater than two. If #V(So) = 2, then the degree of each vertex in SO is three. In 
this case, SO is ambient isotopic up to rotation to the diagram as illustrated in Fig. 7(a). 
If #V(So) = 1, then the degree of the vertex is either four or six. Thus, SO is ambient 
isotopic to one of the three diagrams as in Fig. 7(b)-(d) up to rotation. Otherwise, since 
#V(So) = 0, SO is one of the diagrams as in Fig. 7(e)-(g) up to rotation. Therefore, in 
each case, SO is ambient isotopic rel. aA to I = Sl, up to rotation. •I 
Proof of Theorem 1. With the notation as above, if both k and H’ have cut-edges, then 
by [5, Proposition 3(5)], R(H) = R(H’) = 0. Otherwise, by (1.2), (3.1) and Lemma 3, 
H’ n A2 is ambient isotopic rel. aA to 
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(2 n (A, - int A)) u p”(k n A) = (N n (A, - int A)) u pn(H n A) 
= p”(fi n (A, - int A)) u p”(fi n A) 
= p(H) n A2 
for some 72 E (0, 1,2}. Moreover, since both E/n (IR2 - int A,) and pn(@) n(IR? - int A,) 
are either empty or star-shaped diagrams of the same degree without crossing points (see 
Fig. 3), by comparing the sets C5(H’), C5(p”(@) of states with the data on spins, we 
have 
R(il’) = &P(E)) = R(H). 
Therefore, G2 and G2 have weakly isomorphic resolving trees, and hence R(&) = 
R(c?$). This completes the proof. 0 
Example 1. The spatial graphs Gh, Gi as illustrated in Fig. 8 are 4-rotants with different 
reduced Yamada polynomials. In fact, we have 
R(G4) = -(A2 + 1)(A2 + A + 1)‘(A2 - A + l), 
R(G;) = -(A2 + 1)‘(A2 + A + 1). 
It is easily seen that G4 is f.i.-planar, and Gk is ambient isotopic in lR3 to a plane graph 
as pliable-vertex graphs. Since 
h(g[G:]) = -(A + A-1)2(A + 1 + A-‘)2, 
spanh(g[Gi]) = 8. Since spanR(Gi) = 6, by Lemma 2, Gi is not f.i.-planar. This 
implies that f.i.-planarity for spatial graphs is not preserved under 4-rotation. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 2 
The following example shows that, in contrast with the reduced Yamada polynomial, 
the polynomial h(g[G]) for spatial graphs G is not invariant under 3-rotation. On the 
other hand, Theorem 2 below implies that span h(g[G]) IS p reserved under p-rotation for 
any odd prime p. 
Example 2. The spatial graphs Gs, G$ as illustrated in Fig. 9 are 3-rotants with 
WdG~l) #f4-1Gl). 
h(g[G3]) = o7 - 4a6 + lOa - 14a4 + 13a” - 7a2 + 2a, 
h(g[G$]) = c7 - 4a6 + 1Od - 15a4 + 15a3 - 6a2. 
Here, note that span h(g[Gs]) = span h(g[G$]) = 14. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we suppose that, for an odd prime p, G and 
G’ are p-rotants with respect to a regular p-gon A with center c. Let H and H’ be the 
unions of connected components of G and G’ respectively without intersection with aA. 
Then, G - H and G’ - H’ are p-rotants, and g[H] is homeomorphic to g[H’]. By the 
definition of the polynomial h(g[G]), h(g[G]) = h(g[H])h(g[G - H]) and h(g[G’]) = 
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h(g[H’])h(g[G’ - H’]). Th ere ore, f if span h(g[G - H]) = span h(g[G’ - H’]), then 
span h(g[G]) = span h(g[G’]). Th us , t p o rove Theorem 2, we may assume the following: 
Each connected component of G and G’ meets aA nontrivially. (4.1) 
We set Q = 6;nA, Q’ = (?‘nA and S = Gn(R2-int A) = G’n(lR*-int A). Consider 
-- 
the p-fold cyclic branched covering q : (A, Q) -+ (A, Q) branched over E = q(c), where 
ii = A/(P) and s = Q/(P) are the quotients by the cyclic group (p) generated by p. By 
(4.1), Q has at most two connected components, each of which meets aa nontrivially. 
An arc in Q is called proper if it connects two points in Q fl aA. A proper arc in Q 
is defined similarly. 
The following lemma is the key to the proof of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 4. With the notation and assumptions as above, g[G] has a cut-edge if and only 
if g [G’] does. 
Proof. If Q contains an edge e admitting no proper, simple arcs or simple loops in Q 
passing through e, then the edge in g[G] corresponding to that in G containing e is a 
cut-edge. Furthermore, the edge in g[G’] corresponding to that in G’ containing p(e) is 
also a cut-edge. Hence, we may only consider the case satisfying the following: 
For each edge e of Q, there exists either a proper, simple arc or 
a simple loop in Q passing through e. 
(4.2) 
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In particular, the degree of each vertex of G contained in A is at least two. For any 
abstract graph g, a substitute of g is a graph which has a cut-edge if and only if g 
does. Our proof is accomplished by constructing simpler substitutes go and gb of g[G] 
and g[G’] respectively with the same topological type. This simplification is done by 
shrinking simple loops I in g[G] to vertices. Then, the resulting graph is denoted by 
g[G]/l; see Fig. 10. 
Since each edge in I is not a cut-edge of g[G], g[G]/Z is a substitute of g[G]. 
The winding number of a loop 1 in 2 - (7) is the nonnegative integer n, where 1 
represents one of &n[aZ] in Hr (2 - {C}, Z) 2 Z, and this loop is said to be essentially 
winding if n is not a multiple of p. We need to consider the following four cases. 
Case 1. Q is a connected diagram with E $ G and containing no essentially winding, 
simple loops. 
For any simple, proper arc QI in s, q-’ (CY) consists of p components. If there existed 
an arc ,0 in Q connecting distinct components of q-‘(a), then 1 = q(p) U y would be an 
essentially winding loop in G, where y is the subarc of (Y with aq(,O) = ay. This loop 1, 
possibly admitting self-intersections, would contain an essentially winding, simple loop, 
a contradiction. This proves that Q consists of p components each of which contains a 
component of q-’ (cx). Then, by shrinking all simple loops in Q, we obtain a substitute 
of g[G] homeomorphic to go = g[S U q-’ (S)], where 6 is a simple arc as illustrated in 
Fig. 11 homotopic rel. a6 to (u in 2 - {Z}. Then gb = g[S U q-‘@(b))] is a substitute 
of g[G’] homeomorphic to go, where ji is the involution on zi induced from p via q. 
Case 2. s is a connected diagram with C $ g and containing an essentially winding, 
simple loop I meeting a simple, proper arc in 7Z.j nontrivially. 
There exists a proper, simple arc a in a such that Q: n 1 is nonempty and connected. 
Since p is prime, q-‘(Z) is a connected loop in q, and hence q-‘(Z) meets all components 
of 4-l (cx). Therefore, the substitute gi = g[G]/q-‘(Z) of g[G] contains a subgraph 
homeomorphic to go = g[S U Qi], where Qi is a star of degree 2p in A as illustrated in 
Fig. 12. 
Let Gi be a spatial realization of gi, that is, Gr is a spatial graph with gt = g[Gi], 
S = Gi n (lR* - int A), and Gi n A > &I. Intuitively, the diagram Gi of Gi is obtained 
from G by shrinking q-’ (1) to a point in A. The substitute of g[G] obtained by shrinking 
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all simple loops in gi corresponding to those in Gt n A is homeomorphic to go. Then 
gb = g[S u P(QI>I is a substitute of g[G’] homeomorphic to go. 
Case 3. Q is connected but not in Cases 1 or 2. 
First we suppose that 0 contains Z. Then, there exists either a proper, simple arc (Y 
passing through E, see Fig. 13(a), or a simple arc p connecting E with a proper, simple 
arc y with int p fl (y U {Z}) = 8. In the latter case, a point a in p is said to be reducible 
if there exists either a simple loop in 0 containing a, or an arc in s - int 6 connecting a 
with an essentially winding simple loop in Q, where 6 = 8 when a = E, otherwise b is 
the simple arc in /3 connecting E with a. For example, any point in /? as illustrated in Fig. 
13(b) is reducible. In (c), a2 is reducible, but al is not, and in (d), as, as are reducible, 
but a4 is not. By this definition, if either s contains a proper, simple arc (Y passing 
through E, or each point of /3 is reducible, then the graphs go, gb given in Case 2 are 
substitutes of g[G] and g[G’] respectively. Otherwise, q-‘(p) is a star of degree p such 
that each connected component of q-’ (p) - { } c contains a point iT with q(E) irreducible. 
The graph g[G] contains a subgraph homeomorphic to go = g[S U Qz], where Q2 is a 
diagram homotopic rel. aQz to q-l (PU y) in A as illustrated in Fig. 13(e). By shrinking 
all simple loops in g[G] corresponding to those in 6 n A, we obtain a substitute of g[G] 
homeomorphic to go. Then gb = g[S U I] is a substitute of g[G’] homeomorphic to 
go. 
Next, we suppose that G does not contain Z. Since g is not in Cases 1 or 2, Q 
contains an essentially winding, simple loop 1 and a simple arc /3 connecting 1 with a 
simple, proper arc y with int p n (I U y) = 0. Then, one can obtain our desired substitutes 
go and gb by the argument similar to that in the case of e 3 Z. 
Case 4. s is not connected. 
Note that at least one of the two components of g does not contain E. For any 
component C of G with i? $ C, if C contained no essentially winding loops, then 
q-‘(C) would consist of p connected components. Therefore, each component K of 
q-‘(C) would meet aA in a single point, and hence the edge e of K with e n aA # 0 
does not satisfy (4.2). It follows that each component C of s contains either Z or an 
essentially winding loop. Then g[G] and g[G’] have substitutes go = g[S U Qs] and 
gb = g[S U p(Qg)] respectively with the same topological type, where Q3 is the diagram 
consisting of two stars of degree p, see Fig. 14. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 0 
Q3 
Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 1.5 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 4, g[G] has a cut-edge if and only if g[G’] does. If 
there is a cut-edge, then by [5, Proposition 21, h(g[G]) = h(g[G’]) = 0, and hence in 
particular, span h(g[G]) = span h(g[G’]) = 0. 
Now, we assume that both g[G], g[G’] d o not have cut-edges. If a finite graph g has no 
cut-edges, then for any nonempty subset F of E(g), PI (g - F) < PI (8). Hence, by the 
definition of h(g), span h(g) = 2,f3i (8). S ince the Euler characteristic is invariant under 
rotation, 
Po(dG1) - PI (BP]) = Po(B[G’I) - PI (dG’1). 
Therefore, it suffices to show that Pe(g[G]) = ,&(g[G’]). Since the number of connected 
components of each substitute 00 (respectively gh) in Cases l-4 of Lemma 4 is equal to 
that of g[G] (respectively g[G’]), we have 
Po(dG1) =PO(BO) =00(d) = Po(eF’1). 
This completes the proof. q 
Example 3. Let G and G’ be the spatial graphs as illustrated in Fig. 15. Then, we have 
h(g[G]) = c?(l - ~)~(l - CT + g2), 
h(g[G’]) = a4(1 - CT)~. 
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In particular, span h(g[G]) = 14 and span h(g[G’]) = 12. This shows that, in general, 
span h(g[G]) is not preserved under 4-rotation. 
5. Final remark 
Let A be a regular n-gon, n > 3, in I@, and let G be a diagram with tangle Q = C?~I A. 
Suppose that, for each edge d of A, Q n d consists only of the middle point of d. Then, 
Q is called a pure n-rotor if Q is invariant under the isometric rotation p: IFi* + &I* by 
angle 2T/n around the center c of A. It is clear that any pure 2n-rotor is an n-rotor of 
special type. The diagram 2 = S U pQ is called a pure n-rotunt of G, where S is the 
closure of G - Q in G and p: lR* + R* is an isometric involution with axis passing 
through c and either a corner of A or the middle point of an edge of A. Then, the 
spatial graphs G, G’ with diagrams G, G’ respectively are also called pure n-rotants. 
The following theorem is proved by the argument quite similar to that in Theorem 1. 
Details of the proof will be left to the reader. 
Theorem 4. Let G’ be a pure n-rotant of a spatial graph G. If n < 7, then G and G’ 
have the same reduced Yamada polynomial. 
Mutation for spatial graphs is also defined by using tangles Q, possibly nonsymmetric 
in any sense, contained in a square A in Iw* such that Q n aA consists just of the four 
corner points, and by using involutions with axis passing through the middle points of 
mutually opposite edges of A. It is proved similarly that any mutant spatial graphs have 
the same reduced Yamada polynomial. In contrast with 3-rotation (Example 2), one can 
prove that h(g[G]) is invariant under mutation by using the identities for h(g[G]) given 
in [5, Propositions 1 and 21. 
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